Autel Introduces Most Affordable Complete TPMS & Diagnostic Scan Tablet

MS906TS TPMS & SCAN TOOL COMBINATION

FASTER PROCESSOR / SUPERIOR SOFTWARE / LARGER MEMORY / BIGGER BATTERY
The wireless MS906TS shares the same features as MS906 and is an industry first combining advanced diagnostics with complete TPMS functionality. Now technicians don’t need a secondary TPMS device to trigger, program, or relearn Autel MX-Sensors and quickly test all vehicle systems with one ultra-fast, lightweight, touch screen tablet.

INCLUDED SOFTWARE
• Complete TPMS Diagnostic Service: Activate Sensors, Retrieve Data, Clone and Program Autel MX-Sensors
• Diagnostics, Shop Manager, Data Manager, MaxiFix, Remote Desk and Data Logging.

TPMS TRIGGER ANTENNA
• Integrated TPMS antenna for triggering TPMS sensors and programming MX-Sensors

BATTERY LIFE
• up to 14 hours continuous use

VEHICLE COMMUNICATION METHOD
• Compact Size Bluetooth MaxiVCI 100
• Hard wired thru the USB Port to the VCI

OPTIONAL ACCESSORY COMPATIBILITY
• MaxiScope Oscilloscope ready with installed MaxiScope App
• Video Inspection Camera (MV108 or MV105) ready with installed Digital Inspection app

CONNECTION PORTS
• HDMI Port • USB Port • Mini SD Card Slot • DC Power Supply Input Port • Mini USB OTG Port • Headset Jack

MAXSYS MS906TS
• Retrieves module information from Body, Chassis, Powertrain, Information & Communication
• Instantly retrieves vehicle ID, Make, Model and Year
• Quickly detect and display faults and trouble codes
• Four-mode live data viewing / printing / storing / playback
• The unique Dedicated Services Section includes oil service reset, EPB, ABS/SRS and SAS services
• Full-screen waveform graphing analysis of up to three system parameters with trigger-type recording modes
• Active test functions perform vehicle-specific sub-system and component tests to determine system integrity
• Embedded antennae triggers all known sensors and programs Autel MX-Sensors as universal replacements
• Dedicated, comprehensive TPMS diagnostic services
• Autel’s exclusive TPMS Status Screen quickly pinpoint faults

AUTEL.COM UPDATES PROVIDES THE LATEST TPMS COVERAGE AND DIAGNOSTICS
1 YEAR WARRANTY / 1 YEAR FREE SOFTWARE UPDATES
REGISTER AND UPDATE TOOLS UPON PURCHASE TO GUARANTEE LATEST VEHICLE COVERAGE

PART# DESCRIPTION PRICE
MS906TS MaxiSYS MS906TS Head Unit, Complete Connector Kit and Case, Bluetooth MaxiVCI 100, 1-Year Software Updates, 1-Year Warranty $2195 LIST PRICE